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CHA?TER I
PRE3E~TnTION OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Young people of today are first generation citizens
of the electronic age. They live 1n-a world where various
events can occur and be reported instantaneously around
them. Therefore, they have a much broader background
of information than previous gene~at1ons. Television is
one of the great phenomena of this electronic era. Even
though concern over the effects of television 1s nothing
new, some twenty-five years after its sweep1ng acceptance
as part of American life, there are still more questions
than answers about the impact.
Since the 1950's, when television began to explode
over North America, there has been a continual debate
centering around the effects of this medium on the popula-
tion in general and young children in particular. It has
been debated both for its great potential and its danger.
Th.e fact remains that television 1s very much a part of
the world, especially that of a child's world.
In a study done by Streicher and Bonney, it was noted
1
2
that "ninety-five percent of .;rr:erlcan households h;:ive T. V., "t
and that the television set h3S become a fixture inmost
.' -
households. This h~ld true even in the most isolated and
poorest of communities.
There are numerous statistics available on the viewing
of television, and Alistair Cooke, when 'asked where he
would place television among the influence that can affect
the development of a child stated,"r WQuld say next to the
mother and father far ahead of scho~l'and church. n2 It
has been reported that in the Un1 ted states preschooler-s
spend about t\~O to three hours a day watc~1'.ng television.
This viewing begins when the child is about eighteen months
old, and it does not drop off until pre-adolescence.)
In studies dbne on T.V. from 1949-1965, Witty reported
that elementary pupils were viewing twenty to twenty-one
hours of television weekly, year after year. 4 Stern reported
that the typical American child will watch four thousand
hours of television before he begins his first day at
school, and that he will have watched twenty-two thousand
lLawrence H. Streicher and Norman L. Bonney. Children
Talk About Television (Eethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Fepro-
duct10n Service, ED 095 850, 1974), p. 1.
2Lois A. Markham, "How to Make TV Work For You.-
Scholastic Teacher, November/December 1974, p. 8.
)Barbara R. Fmotles and Gilbert Voyat, "Piaget Meets Big
Bird: Is TV a Passive Teacher?" The Urban Review 7
(January, 1974): 69.
4paul Witty, "Children of the Television Era,·
Elementary English 44 (May, 1967)": .529.
3
1
hours of television by the time he 1s eighteen years old.
This, can be converted to show two full years in front of
the television -- more time s~ent on any activity except
sleeping.
In comparison to all of these hours of television
viewing, in this same time span, the average child has
spent about eleven thousand hours in school. Therefore,
one can see that the child spends twice as much time
watching television as he spends in school. Whereas the
hours spent in school are compulsory, television viewing
1s voluntary.
Not only has television been viewed in the home, in
recent years it has been brought to the classroom. In a
report compiled by the National Center for Educational
Statistics in .the Spring of 1970, it was stated" that
three out of four public schools have television receivers,
and of these schools, 75 percent used Educational tele-
casts. 2 The attraction of television, which can.take one
the expanse of the world and mind 1s obvious. The effects
of the exposure are highly debated.
Statement of the Problem
This research paper was undertaken. in order to examine
lStanley L. 3tern. Television and Creativity: The
Effect of Viewing Certain Catagories of Com~ercial Television
Broadcasting on the Divergent Thinking Abilities of In-
tellectually Gifted Elementarl Students (Bethesda, Md.:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 082 496, '1973), p. 1.
2Nat1onal Center for. Educational Statistics. Basic
Statistics on Instructional Television and Other Technologies:
Public Schools, Spring 1970 (Bethesda, Md.: ~RIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 084 776, 1971), p. 1-2.
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toe effects of television vlewln; on chl1d.c~:.;n from ~{lnder-
~qrten through third grade. Of particular concern W E the
efrect of television viewin~ on reading.
The wri ter I s pur90se W2S to explorte the problem from
tilO areas:
The first area examined was that of commercial
television 3nd its effects on the child's development
which csn lead to success in reading.
The second area which the writer wished to explore
was the.lmpact of educatio·aal television. Those progr"ams
which have been designed specifically to teach were
discussed as to their strengths and weaknesses in reaching
the goals set forth by their creators, and the goals which
are set by educators in reading.
Some thoughts on the utilization of television as a
tool in the classroom were included.
Definition of Terms
Medium - -Television 1s spoken of as a medium. Burke
gave two definitions for this term: "a substance through
which a force acts or an affect 1s tr3nsmltted,tt and "that
1through which or by which anything is accomplished.-
Television can be fit into both definitions. It can be
a stimulus and it can be something through which im-
portant things are accomplished. 2
1 .
Richard C. Burke, ed., Instructional Television,
Bold New Venture Series (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana
University Press, 1971) p. 8.
21b1d •
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Commercial Television - The majority of the progra~s
on co~merclal television are for the purpose of enter-
talnment. Very few of the programs could be classified
as information. Programming begins early 1n the morn1ng
and continues until late at night, with only a small per-
centage of the· [)rograms being broadcas t 11ve by the
station. This area of television has been described as
having shows tbat are "judged by their power to keep
viewers in front of their sets long enough to watch the
ads. What the programs teach 1s incidental; what the
ads teach 1s all-important.- 1
Educational Television - Educational, or Instructional
Television refers to those programs whose purpose 1s
either to inform or instruct its viewers. It 1s usually
those I1rograms which were intended to be" used in schools
in order to facl1 i tate learning. tt .;ctually, any television
that a teacher decides to incorporate into a learning plan"
can be considered educational television. 2
Read1ng - There are many definitions of reading, but
one stated by Kenneth Goodman in a paper presented at the
American Education Research Association meeting is quite
fitting. He states that "reading 1s communication between
IBonn1e Cherp Gilliom and Anne Zimmer. TTV: Promise
into Practice (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 071 392, 1972), p. 25.
2Ibid., p. 9.
6
3.utrlor 8.nd. rea.tier; the ef:""ect1.ve re:~der 1s one who com-
pletes a communication cycle with the author by bringing
me.anlng to the printed word. " 1
1NanCY L. Roser, Electric Company Critique: Can




REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Brief Discussion of Child Development
What a child uses television for, and therefore the
effect it ultimately has, 1s determined by many things.
The years of experience behind him, his standards, psy-
chological needs, and his abilities, all playa part.
The effect of television can be sa1d to be an "interaction
between characteristics of televis10n and characteristics
of its users."1
An area of great importance in determining the effect
television will have on the child, is the particular stage
of growth or d~velopment the ch1ld 1s at. Growth 1s a
continual process,proceed1ng "through sequential stages
in physical, emotional, and social as well as cognitive
areas. n2 It must be remembered that cognitive development
does not take place in isolation from the social,emot1onal,
or physical growth of the child - growth 1n all these areas
1s reciprocal. But it 1s the cognitive development in
particular, which proceeds in an ordered sequential fashion,
lWilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle and Edwin B. Parker,
Television in the Lives of Our Children (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1961), p.14J.
2Ann1e L. Butler, ftAgenda for Tomorrow," Childhood
Educat10n 51 (Nov./Dec. J 1974): 88.
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and this is determined by "the interaction of internal
1biological and external culturally imposed timetables."
In following the path from intuitive to concrete
thinking most all children go through various behavior
patterns which appear almost simultaneously, and the
child's think1ng undergoes three complementary processes.
The first 1s decrease in "egocentricity", which 1s social
in nature, and involves understanding other points of
view. Secondly, there 1s the transition which 1s in-
tellectual in nature. The child goes from the thought
that one's own point of view 1s foremost, to a position
of "reciprocity". Thirdly, there 1s movement from
absolute judgements to relative ones, which 1s both
. 2
social and itltellectual.
Throughout this development, learning which 1s
brought on by specific situations takes place. Gattegno
wrote that each mastery of a learning situation involves
three steps: the recognition of what one 1s encountering;
acquaintance with it that will lead to raml11aritYi
':t t
mastery over what has been met.~ But Gagne, in describing
the conditions for learning a new concept, notes that there
are two types of concepts - those learned through direct
l Ib1d •
2Fowles and Voyat, "Piaget Meets Big Bird: Is TV
a Passive Teacher1" p. 72.
JCaleb Gattegno, Towards A Visual Culture (New York:
Outerbridge and Dienstfrey, 1969)', p. 32 •
..
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observation, and those which are acquired largely ttrough
verbal definition. It 1s the former concepts which are
more likely to be learned by tne young child. This
learning takes place in steps, whereby first a verbal
association 1s established between the concept and a
label, then several different stimulus situations are
presented. As the outcome of training, the learner
must be able to apply the verbal label to a new situation.
"The greater a ch1ld's ability to operate with verbal
1information, the briefer the learning process." The
idea that a child,' s verbal experience plays a large
part 1n learning, will be discussed in greater detail
at a later time.
It 1s not difficult to see that there is an extreme
difference between the child and adult intelligence.
It 1s during the early stages of his development that
the child 1s changing more rapidly than he will ever
change again. Many situations and people playa great
part in his learning and development. As Schramm puts
it, "The child 1s at first a relatively blank slate on
which experience 1s written} and for a number of years
he has an enormous capacity for learn1ng. w2
Preferences of Young "Children
Throughout this complex development, the child has
various needs, some of which may be met by television
lFowles and Voyat, "Piaget Meets Big Bird: Is TV a
Passive Teacher?", p. 73-74.
2Schramm, Television in the Lives of Our Children, 142.
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viewing. The fulfillment of these needs may also reflect
his preferences at various stages.
Fantasy plays a great part in the child's life,
beginning when he is an infant. Various studies on
children .g,nd their television viewing hab1 ts reflect this
need for fantasy.
In,his studies on television. spanning from 1949-1965,
Witty pointed out that from an analysis of elementar'y
children's favorite programs, it can be concluded that
they do very much fantasy viewing. This included such
. 1
programs as cartoons, comedies, and science fiction.
Based on research which began in 1957 on children's
use of television and the part ·it plays in their lives,
Schramm stated, "Not only do children chiefly seek the
material on television most likely to arouse fantasy
behavior, but they also learn to seek this kind of
material much earlier than they learn to seek reality
materials." 2 :4hen children are asked to list their
favorite programs, fantasy type programs are likely to
~
outnumber reality programs by a ratio of 20 to 1.~
Streicher and Bonney did a study similar to that of
Schramm, in which they conducted interviews. with small
groups of children ranging in age from 6-12. In general,
1Witty, "Children of the Television Era,· p. 529.
2Schramm, Television in the Lives of Our Children,
68.
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it was action and comedy that the children liked best.
Cartoons rated the highest "like" for all levels, with
both boys and. girls. The younger the child, the h1gher
cartoons were rated.! It should be pointed out also,
that the children were able to discriminate between those
shows which they "believed" or "didn't believe", the
format of the show helping in this area~ When the children
spoke of shows they believed, those shows that broadcast
actually occurlng events were mentioned, such as sports
events, documenta,r1es, news, and such programs which
pUrl)Orted, to come from real episodes. In listing those
shows they didn't believe, almost exclusively fantasy
type shows were mentioned, such as, monster shows, science
fiction and cartoo~s.2
Because he lives in a gre'atly mechanized world, the
child of six has ordinarily been introduced to all of
the audiovisual media, and bythls time has "built up
strong likes and preferences for television programs.
"It is television more than any other medium, that fur-
nishes a common body of information for the early
socialization of children. It J The quest10n of concern
at th1s point 1s, what type of information does this
med1um furnish, and are the effects posIt1ve or negative?
lstre1cher and Bonney, Children Talk About Television,
2 Ib1d. , p. 12.
JSchramm, Television in the Lives of Our Children, 27.
· .
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Negative ASDects of Television
The impact that television has on the lives of its
v1ewers, particularly children, has been debated since its
onset. This debate has mainly centered on children because
they are very impressionable, and because of their great
dependence on television especially during pre-school
through the early years of primary school.
In an early study done in 1954-1955, H1mmelwe1t stated,
"If television 1s a window on the ~o~ldi it gives a view
not very different from that provided in books, comics,
films, and radio programs."! Similarly, it was noted
that television's capacity for broadening a child's
horizons was not very different from that of any other
of the mass media.
In his study concluded in 1961, Schramm found that
television dominated the child's leisure time. It was
also noted th~t the child is more likely to watch adult
programs than programs specifically for children, and
that "the dream of television as a super medium which
would inform and "teach and raise the cultural level of
the world, has never been fully realized. Television "has
proved better at stimulating interest, than in stimulating
intellectual or creative activ1ty.n2
The fact that television 1s essentially a passive
medium has been the target of most criticism. It cannot
lStern, Televls10n an~Creatlv1ty, 55.
2 Ib1d., p. 60.
1)
provide for direct manipulation, nor can it demand verbal
response. Itls feared, although impossible to prove,
that television can lead to mental passivity. As one
parent answered in a poll conducted on television, "He
lost interest in read~ng. I think it's ffialnly because
~t 1s easier to turn on thaT. ~J."1
That television elicits aggressive responses 1s
another big criticism. In a study concluded in 1972,
Leifer and Roberts found that children who view very
violent shows were the more likely to resort to aggression.
This was found to be especially true in children 12 years
of age or younger, and seemed to diminish as the children
matured. 2
Greenberg and Reeves had similar findings. They also
found that the show which has an abundance of hitting,
shooting, or shouting 1s more likely to elicit aggressive
responses. But it was also stated that the accuracy in
predicting such responses can be determined by knowledge
of just how realistic that particular show is to a par-
ticular viewer.) Although cartoons, which are watched
l Ear1 F. Barcus, Concerned Parents' Sneak Out On
Children's Television (Boston, Mass.: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 084 860, 1973),p. 77.
2A. D. Liefer, N. J. Gordon and S. B. Graves
"Children's Television - More Than Mere Entertainment,·
Harvard Educational Review 44 (May, 1974)
)Bradley S. Greenberg and Bryon Reeves, Children and
the Perceived Reality of Television (Newark, N. J.: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 096 713, 1974), p. 25.
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most frequently by young children, are often quite violent,
most children age 5 and older are able to distinguish them
as non-real. Thus, this w1ll dimin1sh the aggressive
effect the program might have on them. The younger the
child 1s, the more likely he 1s to believe in the "reality"
of television •.
Benefits of Television-
Because much of the negative side of television,
aside from its elic1ting aggression, has to do with mental
passivity and its result on reading, it should bepolnted
out that some positive thoughts are also brGught forth in
this area.
It has been stated frequently th£1.t a child's success
in reading is highly related to the richness of his or
her language. Language development 1s the key to the
entire process, and therefore it 1s most difficult to
teach a child to read if he lacks experience or has had
little opportunity for talking. Before a child comes to
school for the first time, he has numerous opportunities
for general language development which can have a great
influence on his future success in reading. Television
1s one of these opportunities.
The average first grade child's vocabulary has nearly
doubled since he began ~atching television. 1 Children are
lJohI1 D. 2t3.rkey anti tIE:len Lee S~\flnford, Re3,di.l1.££.
(
, .. .. • ., f... ' r,,"" ,-'
Docs Televls10n 'Jie'.'Jinp· T1rne :\.. ffect It? Betn·::r~Ct J 1\0.• : u~l.L\.·
Document reproductlon -serv"l"ce, ED 090 966, 1974 ), p. 6.
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l.earnlns to re":ld from television. ./OfJe of the first ll'icrJ.E'
they recognize are often product names which have been seen
on commercials.! Many children are becoming what can be
termed visually l1terate, even though they may not yet
be literate in the sense ofbe1ng able to read the English
language. This' .also 1s because of television, owing to
the numerous subjects they have been exposed to via this
medium. Television can transport the child visually to
all places, events and experiences he couldn't possibly
encounter in person.
Television 1s often a stimulus for reading. Witty
found that younger pupils cited Disney presentations on
television as an incentive for reading various books.
His studies did not confirm the observation which 1s often
c1ted by parents and teachers that children read less now
than they did before TV. On the contr~ry, he found that
ch1ldren read-a little more today then before TV. 2
Schramm also states that television did not s1gnlfl-
cantly replace the reading of newspa.pers, books, or general
magazines. Rather, it replaced much comic book reading,
mov1e going, radio listening and escape magazines - all
fantasy areas. As stated before, there 1s a need for
lNorman S. Morris, Television's Child (Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1971), p. 12.
2Wltty, "Children of the Television Era", p. 5)0-531.
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fantasy, espec1ally among young children. ~hen television
meets the fantasy need, it w~11 replace those _things that
had met this need previously. 1
Actually usinG television as a teaching tool - which
will be discussed in greater detail later - can be another
benefit of thlsmed1um, and one which has been receiving
much attent10n and discussion in recentr years. Children
think of television as something pleasant - as a form of
recreation. Many studies have pointed out how powerful
learning can be if it 1s sought by the child himself
because of the pleasure it brings him. Also, the child
who 1s not p~rt1cularly skilled verbally can benefit by
the use of television, for he can often learn better by
watching as well as listening.
Commercial Television
Br1ef History
In a discussion of television and its effects, the
fact that there are two quite distinct areas of television
should be kept in mind - the area called commercial tele-
vision and that of educational television, both of which
were defined previously. Because commercial television
is the most commonly known and widely viewed, and also
because it falls within more definite boundaries than
educational television, it wl11be looked at first.
2Shramm, Television in the Lives of Our Children, 70.
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Television had no single inventor. Its beginnings
go b~~k about 140 years. Due to a number of discoveries
by various men over many years, in 1884, a German by the
name of Paul Nlpkow made what could be called the first
television set. It was a far cry from the television set
which was to come, and not much was done- to foster interest
in it and make it functional. It was not until the 1920's
that men began to really search for a functional television.
It was the year 1927 that saw the nation's first major
telecast. This telecast consisted of a speech made by
Herbert Hoover, and it was sent from' Washington to New
York City over 200 miles of American Telephone and Tele-
graph fac1lities.
America's first regular broadcasting station was
developed in 1939, with its first program being-President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's dedication of the New York World's
Fair. That very day RCA put its first television sets on
sale for the general public. This did not mean that there
was any great public response to the new medium called
television at that time. For even in 1945, only New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Schenectady had
stations in operation.
In 1946, the first coaxial cable went into operation,
and it was then that formation of the big networks began
to skyrocket. It was only natural after that, that America
should w1tness the birth of "big-time" TV, and in 1947-1948,
18
that 1s Just what took place.! Today th~re are more than
190 million Americans with television sets 1n the1r homes,
with the television,be1ng turned on an average of 5i hours
a day.2
Studies on Television
There was much furor ~ssqqlated with television in
its early years. People began to question what kind of
impact 1t had on society and \'1hat this impact would mean.
Predictions ran the gamut from extremely bleak - that it
would ruin the family structure, g~ea~ly 'curtail reading,
, ~ , .'
and thus harm educa tion in general;" ·cause pl1.yslcal harm,
particularly to the eyes of youri~ C~11a~en: - to the
extremely optimistic - that television would be the
greatest boon to. education since the movable type, which
enabled textbooks to be printed.
A number of studies were; done. in' the early years,
mainly centered around the keen desire the American com-
munity had for television, the children in particular.
The findings of· some of the main studies which were done
by ~lttYJ H1mmelwe1t and Schramm, in that order, were
discussed previously concerning the negative and positive
aspects of television. Some basic findings of all three
were that children were indeed spending a great deal of
their leisure time watching television. But television
lstern, Telev1sion and Creat1v1tx, 37-42.
2 Ibid., p. 1.
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was not found to affect slgn1flcantly the time spent in
reading, to the degree which had, been feared. Although
it did 3.1 ter some reading habl ts, television was foun·d
to be basically a subst1tute activity.
Concern~ng the educational value of television, none
of the three studies mentioned fOund television to have
much of a positive influence in this area, as some had
hoped. Schramm felt that most of a child's learning from
television was incidental learning. nIt takes place when
a viewer goes to television for entertainment and stores
up certain items of information without seeking them."!
The research on tele~1s1on has. been going on con-
tlnuously. A recent study conducted by Lyle and Hoffman
had somerather in-terestlng results. They found that the
more intelligent child actually watches more television
than the average child, but he also watches better pro-
grams and regds more books and newspapers. He also
listens to more radio and takes part in more activities.
The child"who watched more television than the average,
but did not have the support of other media and activities
was found to be intellectually lnfer1or. 2
The findings of another recent study are in oppos1tion
to this. Starkey and Swinford did a study to correlate
1Schramm, Television in the Lives of Our Children, 75.
2Starkey and Swinford, Beading: Does Television
Viewing Time .~ffect It?, 2-6. .
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the amount of television viewing and reading scores. Their
results showed that there was a slight' relationship between
reading ability and the amount of leisure time spent watch-
ing television. The better readers were found to watdh
less television than the poor readers.!
Again, one finds conflicting results, as has been
the case in numerous studies done in this area. The reason
for this may be due to the fact that producing research in
this area 1s very difficult. As was mentioned prevlously,~
there is an outstanding human element involved - the'
ch1ld, with his varying background, preferences, and
stage of growth and maturity. The effect that television
1s going to have on a particular child is determined in
part by all of these variables.
Aside from the studies d~aling with television and
its effects on reading or education in general, some
recent studies have been putting more emphasis on how to
capitalize on children's strong interest in television
viewing and thereby use commercial television to its fullest
potential as a help to education.
Gerald Lesser, of Harvard University has been doing
much research on desirable behaviors and their relation-
ship to television viewing. He feels that simply watching
others, or "observational learning" as he calls it, without
any direct teaching or reinforcement for learn1ng, can teach
1 Ibid., pp. 7-12.
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a child a wide var1ety of both socially desirable and
undesirable behaviors.! Educators can help produce
effective modeling, not only of physical imitation, but
also verbal communication, by making the child aware of
and displaying activities on television that convey an
implicit or under~ylng attitude which on~ wishes the
child to develop.
With the idea in mind that commercial television
could be used ~or educational means, that area which 1s
called educat1on·al television will be d.iscu-ssed.
Educational Televj.slon
Brief History
Educational television can be thought of as actually
"noncommercial" television. Although some very good
educational material 1s shown on commercial stations,
that aspect of commercial television which can be called
educational, 1s not included in the discussion at this
time. Rather, when speaking of the history of educational
televis1on, the writer 1s referring to the public, or non-
profit television stations.
The first educat1o'nal television station in the Un1ted
States began broadcast1ng in May of 1953. The programm1ng
was divided into two main categories or areas. One area
dealt with educational and cultural programs which were
designed for the community at large. The second area was
lGerald S. Lesser, "Learning, Teaching, and Television
Production for Children: The Experience of Sesame Street,"
Harvard Educational Review 42 (May, 1972): 2J7-240.
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that of instructional programs geared primarily for use in
the classroom. 1 The format of most educat10nal stations
remains basically the same today.
Because these stations are largely nonprofit, the
growth of educational broadcasting was not veryrapld at
1ts onset. In a report compiled for theNatlonal Educat·1onal
Television and Radio Center in 1959, it was noted that in
that year, six years after the first broadcast, only about
8.5 million homes, or a little less than one out of every
six homes with television in the United States, were able
to receive a noncommercial educational station. At that
time, 22 states were without any educational statlon. 2
By 1961 the number of educational stations had risen to
56, as reported by the Morse Communication Research
Center, and by 1966 the number had little more than
doubled, with 115 stations being reported for that year.)
In 1968, of the courses being offered on a continually
rising number of stations, 4J per cent were designed for
use at the primary level. Thirteen of the fifty-three
courses were designed for reading instruction. Two of
1Morse Communication Research Center, One Week of
Educational Television: ~ Stud of Structure and Content
in Educcltional Televj sian Prot-:;ramrninr; Bet11esd8.. I'Id.: E3 Ie
Document Deproduction Service, ED 082 526, 1967}, p. 8-9.
2T.~11bt:lr Schramm, ed., T.he Impact of Educa.tlonal
Televls1c)n (lTrbana: U-niver'slty of Illinois Press, 1960),
p. 19.
Jr\'lor~e Ccr.nTlun1catiol:1 ResearCt'l Center, Cr1e 1..1eek of
Educational Television, 9.
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the courses were geared for wrltlng 1ns~ruct1on, nine for
l1stening activities, twelve for speaking activities, and
seventeen for two or more concerns of language art education.!
The aspect of educational television became more lm-
portant as the number of stations continued to rise. Looking
at its growth from 1961-1970, the hours of instructional
television broadcasts, during one week, rose from 775 in
1961, to 4,520 in 1970. 2 These figures did not include a
new program which was introduced that year - Sesame Street.
Due to the fact that more and better courses were
being broadcast, the number of televisions used in school
rose substantially so that by 1971, 77 per cent of the
Public Elementary Schools had TV's, and of those schools
having televisions, 75 per cent used educational broadcasts.)
As An Instructional Tool
There are various reasons why television has become
so popular in the area of education. Many of the problems
in education have centered around -the movement of people
to information or information to people. 1l4 Television can
help this movement wqr~ smoothly, for it can supply inform-
ation from a specialist qUickly and more frequently than by
lNat10nal Instructional Television Center, An ;ssessment
of Instructlon~l Television (Fethe~da, Md.: ERIC Document Re-
production Service, ED 083 BOu, 1968), p. 8.
2Gl111om ,3.nd Zimmer, lTV: ProT1!lse into rll,9.ctice, 8.
JNatlonal Center for Educational Statistics, D8s1c
S t9. t j s t 1 cs on I!1s t rIlle t i o'n3.1 rpe Ie v ~ s 1on 3n..sl.,.()_~her 'Te c t-lno ~2E;les ,
1-2.
4Burke, ed., Instruct10n~1 Television, 6.
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traditional instruction. Ideas, people and reso~rces can
be moved from place to place, adding greatly to their
effectiveness.
Another point in favor of television as a teaching
device 1s that it can make a multi-sensory impact. A
"-
television set-carries both sOlJnd and, ,images; therefore it
1s equipped to make a passage both ways between the spoken
and written language. Because of its strong visual impact,
television can be an especially pO~Jer~>ul teaching aid in
• 4# _
reaching the student ~hose reading ability 1s 1nadequate.
The use of television provides a means ofb~inglng a well-
organized presentation into the classroom, because the
image can be structured and controlled. The~vlewer sees
only that which should be at the focus of attention at any
given time. 1 In this way it can concentrate attention on
the material ,to be learned, by eliminating dlstract19ns,
by magnifying certain things, and by the use of slow
motion or stop motion photography.2
With 'all of these points in its favor, it seems a
puzzle that television has not been found to be the "super
medium" it was expected to be. Part of the reason for this
is the fact that television also has its limitations as
an instructional device.
The television set does not stop to answer questions,
and therefore it does not readily permit class discussions.
1 Ibid., PP.J-9.
2Gl1110m and- Zimmer, lTV: Promise into Practice, 10.
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Also, televis10n -does not adjust well to individual dlf-
ferences. The~1nf0rmatlon 1s sometimes presented too
rapidly for all of the children to comprehend. Scheduling
can also be a problem, for the teacher ~ay find that schedul-
ing 1s more rigid because of the necessity to plan around
the programs. 1
Stud1es on Television -
Many of the early studies on instructional television
were aimed at finding out whether or not students learned
the same mater1al equally well when it was presented in the
traditional manner, in comparison to when it·was presented
over telev1sion.
In 1967 Chu and Schram~ surveyed 421 comparisons of
Instruct10nal Televlsion·~ith Traditional Instruction.
trhe indication resulting from the surveys was that students
at all grade levels learn well from Instructional Television,
al though this was more true for the younger students ion
comparison to older ones. They also found that teachers
and pupils·were more favorable to us1ngtelevision in
instruction in the elementary school than in secondary
school. 2
Jamison, at the conclusion of a survey on television
as an 1nstructional media, also felt that television could
lBurke, ed., Instructional Television, 19-20.
20ean Jamison; Patrick Suppes; and Stuart Wells, "The
Effectiveness of Alternative Inst~uctlonal Media: A Survey,"
Review of Educational Research 44 (winter, 1974): J4-36.
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teach all grade levels and subject matters about as effe'ct-
1vely as traditional methods, but he too felt that there was
some evidence to indicate that television performs relatively
better at the lower grade levels. 1
Not all research in the area of educational television
co~cluded that it was comparable in its educational value
to traditional education. In 1962, a report supplied by
the Stanford University Institute for Communication Research
stated that the results obtained in connection with In-
structlonal television were far from satisfactory. It
w~nt on to say that "one could predict that subjects like
reading, writing and spelling would not gain 'much from
being televised, because mastery of these skills depends
so largely on individual practice. n2
In 1968, 1n a series of reports that considered the
role on instructional television in specific disciplines,
trle National Instructional Television Center examined
materials in the area of e]em~ntary and secondary Language
Arts. Here too, it-was found that television was not being
used to its greatest potential in that it failed to bring
resources into the classroom that otherwise couldn't be
offered to the student. As one panel member commented,
l Ib1d ., PP. 38-56.
2Stanfo:-d Un i vers 1ty Ins t i tu te for Comr:1unica t i on
Hesearch. EdtlC.i~J:i or;,(~l rl'e lev1s i on.: 'rt~~__l~£.x t iI':3n Y.~~1:1.!.:"~ ,
(California: Institute for Com~unic~tlon 2esearch, 1962),
p. 68.
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"If what we have seen 1s representative of the best in-
struct10nal television programming in the Language Arts,
the horizons for more and better mater~als are unlimited
.- 1
It was 1n the same year, 1968, th~t the Children's
Television Workshop was created. Its purpose at that tim
e
was to produce a series of 130 hour-long television prog
rams
for preschool children.
2 ~lth this, the course of educational
broadcasting has changed. dramatically.
Sesa.me Street
The first Nat10nal Broadcast of Sesame Street was aired
on November 10, 1969. Its success has been tremendous - now
1
attracting over 4 million vlewers.~ In contrast to what
was st~ted by the Stanford University Research team in 1
962,
Palmer, vice-president for research at Children's Televi
sion
Workshop feels that "if there's anything you have to lea
rn
by rote, this 1s one powerful medium to.do it. The T.V.
medium is non-punitive. Its flunkproof. You don't ha
ve
somebody lool{ you in the eye and put you on the spot. It 4
the child for school by stimulating his appetite for
lNatlonal Instructional Television Center, AnI" -
Assessment of Instructional Television, o.
2"~·,.:]wr: rQ" L Pq lmer ;;'or"l~~;:)tlve T,'l:::-' ..... e'::'1r·c·n "n t rle.r...\...L a ...... J _-_._~!_<,:,,_..__..:..~..~_~:.:..._ ...... "
IJrod.uctjon of Television fOl" Ch~,l(ll"en (.2,etrlesda, Md.
: ERIC
Do~~mcnf-- Be pr'od ttC t i 0'0 ~.)erv ice J Ji'b-7571 4 3l~, 1~17:3), :p. 2.
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learn1ng. Lesser, the cha1rm~n of the National Board
of Adv1sors to the Children's Television Workshop, noted
the specific goals of the program. It wishes to provide
instruction in (1) symbolic representation, such as letters,
numbers and geometric forms; (2) the cognitive process,
entailing perceptual discrimination, relationships,
classification and ordering; (3) reasoning and problem
solving; (4) var10us concepts regar-ding the self, socia:].
~:I'
interaction, and the man-made and natural environment. 1
It is the general feeling of most persons ~ho have done
research in connection with instructional television, that
motivation 1s closely related to the results which are
obtained. As Lesser stated, "We assumed that television
1s a special and limited kind of educational medium, that.
it is unable to provide sequenced instruction, that it
needs to be entertaining as well as educational, and that
television does not control the behavior of elth~r parents
or children in the viewing audience as a classroom teacher
m1ght.,,2
Some of the motiya~ingJ attention gaining factors
identified by the research staff, which help to provide
the entertainment, while fostering the educational aspects
are: music; action sequences; anticipatory segments;
a.~jmat1on, comedy, arld loud a.!"gurnents, all of v.;riich 8,re
1I,esser J The t:xperience of SesamcStr'eet, 2JJ.
2 Ibid •.
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mesnt to further the content; "kale1doscop1c" variety, fast
pace. nn~ briefness of ~nd1vldual segments. 1 Still another
attention gettln~ device 1s the use of repetition. The most
common fo~m used on Sesame Street is to keep the content'
constant and vary the formats in which it appears.
The ch1ld's familiarity with his or her environment
is used as a base upori which:new concepts are introduced.
Music 3nd sound are used to provide a direct means of
teaching basic sk1lls. Music has great impact on young
people, one reason being its capacity to evoke physical
part1cipation. The research staff of Sesame Street states
one eS.sent1al conditioil for the ·use of music. IfMuslc and
sound effects must be integrated carefully with movement
'. 2
in the prcgrams v1sua1·content. ft For it 1s fel~ that if
the visual elements are static, the muslc will not attr3ct
or hold the child's attention.
These devices must not only gain the child's attention,
but must also direct it and susta1n it in order to have
any value. Three related methods are used to direct the
attention of the child. One method is the use of surprise
and incongruity. It is felt that the child will direct h1s
attention to that which surprises h1m or deviates from his
expectations. Anlmat10n and "pixilation" technIques are
IJ~lllom 3nd Zlntmer, 1_~_V_:~_?_r_o_~~.~_s~e_._1_n~.t_.o_._·~_·~_r_~_c_t_'_c_,e, cn..........
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also usefu~, with some segments or concepts being shown
in slow-motion, fast action, stop action, close-ups, or
long-shots. And lastly, the inclusion of the symbolic
material to be learned in the segments helps direct
attention to these areas. 1
One device used in sustaining the child's attention
1s humor. Slapstick 1s the most common because it 1s a
favorite of preschoolers. Young children tend to prefer
physical rather than verbal humor. Alliteration and
rhyming in language 1s also used for a comic effect. The
use of anticipation,. diversity in program elements and
active participation, also help to sustain the child's
2attention.
As for the actual teaching done on the program, Ses~me
Street uses direct methods to teach basic intellectual
skills. Indirect methods are used to show certain social
attitudes.
One of the strengths of T. V. 1s that 1t Catl b.e designed.
to screen out irrelevancies. By doing so, it can give the
child a naI1row, prec'"'1se focus on the centr~:tl content, \"/hl1e
carefully eliminating·distractions. It can also provide
cross-modal relnforc~ment. On Sesame Street, situations
are set up where the principle of synchronizing sight and
sound are used to provide th3s reinforcement, rather than
l Ibid ., pp. 254-258.
2""b4~.J.. ..l Q. , pp. 258-269
)1
Inteference. Children can also learn from the format of
a program as well 38 the content. The use of speech
balloons, televised thoughts, and the like, are format
clues used on Se~ame Street which can provide important
prompting devices to aid learning.
As far as its success as a teaching device 1s concerned,
the Educational Testing Service did first and second year
evaluations of the program, both of which indicated that
Sesame Street was very successful in achieving most of its
goals. A new battery of measur1ng instruments reflecting
the curriculum goals of the show was developed. One set of
instruments was given individually to 1,)00 three to five
year aIds. The purpose was to assess growth in the specific
goal areas and in the areas where unanticipated learning,
might occur. Another set assessed the backgroundvar1ables
which might affect the amount of learning achieved by the"
children who watched the program. Still another group of
measures dealt with assessing how many hours of program
the child watched, what he did while viewing the program,
1
and what exactly was on the show at the tlme.~
Gains were seen in-many goal areas, including naming
letters and knowing their sounds, numbers, forms, classif1-
cation, and sorting skills. The children who watched the
laerry ~nn Bogatz and Samuel Ball, "Some Things You've
~anted to Know about Sesame Street," American Educatlcn 7
(~prl1, 1971): 11-13.
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program the most, were found to learn the mo~t, and skills
which were stressed the most were lear'ned the best. One
of the generalizations made by the testers on COmf)letion
was, nSesame Street has shown that television can be an
effective medium for teaching children important simple
facts a.nd skill's and, complex cogni tl ve skills. The progra,m
benafited children from disadvantaged inner-city homes and
from middle class suburban and rural areas, both at home
and in school."l
The program is not without its critics, however.
Bere1ter feels that Sesame Street is too far" removed from
structured teaching for it ,to do any good. Garfunkel
states that because it moves so fast from one point to
another, it will bring about irrelevance and give rein-
forcement to a type of intellectual process which isn't
able to engage in sustained and developed thought. Sedulus
and Woodring have both criticized Sesame Street for establish-
ing what trley call the "passive sedentary role of the
2
learner. "
Despite the criticisms, Sesame Street was evaluated as
highly successful in terms of its stated goals. Teachers
have reported children coming to the classroom more
motivated and having a more positive attitude towards
letters, numbers, and symbols. The research staff of the
lIlJ1d.• , f)P. 13-1 4 •
2Jclnet r-1. ROe""ers, n:\ ~djnlm,::lry of the 1:1 terc1.tUI")e on
~ . / (-
.Ses3n:f~ ~',t,r'eet,n ;Th.t:~ fJ()tirn::-~l ()f '::'I-"c.c~. ~l F~dl!.S~f~t1.01l () ~,'r)l~lnE;,
1972): :+4-4'5.
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program does try to involve the child by chanting. letters
and numbers and sing1ng songs.!
Sesame Street, the first show to ever attempt to
educate an entire population through national television
in the guise of an extremely entertaining program, has
broken dramatically with educational television of the
past. It has stimlllated -new thlnkl-ng about public tele-
vis ion and 1ts use as a teachl·ng aid J and broke the ground
in educational programming.
The Electric Comoan~
Towards the end of the first year of Sesame Street,
Children's Television Workshop developed a proposal to
produce another T.V. show which· would be aimed at children
in the primary grades. The Electric ComDany~ which was
developed over a period of about two years, was the product
of this proposal. 2
The show began on October 25, 1971, with many of the
suggestions and criticisms of Sesame Street being'in-
corporated into it. The Electric Company is much narrower
1n range than Sesame Street because reading is its only
concern. The range of skills presented on the programs
reflect ~he reading levels of those children in the lower
hal f of second gl")ad.e in reading ach1evenlent. rIlle f)roducers
1 LIbid., p. ~5.
2 2.,~o In IIe 1. 2'::t11 .~3.nd. :~}e rI'y t~ n r1 F1o::;a t z, P~~t?.~~~1 t h
'rAlev!slol1: i~.n 2~v~=!1_11~i.tl()tl of tr1e Electrtc Cor.-~pc]ny,
(I~.eCh(-;-s(of~l·~-·-Ff;.f::-~ERI'CDocurner1 t fie prloa llCt ion SeIlv j Cf~, ED
073178, 197J), p. 1.
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feel that this range of skills will also encompass some
third graders, perhaps 30 per cent, and perhaps 25 per cent
of fourth graders.!
Research methods which had been developed and applied
in the production of Sesame Street, were reapp11ed and
extended fol'~ the production of The Electric Comnany. Ttle
research was geared toward three main phases of study: first,
television's capability to teach reading and the 1nvest1ga-
tlon of what curr1culum goa,Is to adopt; second, testltlg
various experimental production segments and whole programs
to find the most appealing and effective ways to achieve
the set goals; tbird, pre and post testing of children in
order to determine the ultimate educational impact of the
2segments and programs.
The curriculum of the show was developed by the
Workshop along with more than 100 consultants and advisors,
ranging from basic researchers to classroom teachers, and
including a number of leading authorities and educational
researchers. Gibbon, the producer of the show, calls the
curriculum a "code emphas1s curr1culum." He states that
the aim is for the child to believe that dreading 1s a
problem-solving endeavor, the end goal of which is to extract
meaning from printed symbols." It 1s not intended that
the child spend the rest of h1s life decoding every
1 tt The Electric Compan:{," Read in,; l~ewsrt-~~)()rt. 6 (Nov.-
Dec., 1971): 6•
2" The Eesearch I" ,~ud lov1SU3.lJuide 50 (July, 1971): 9.
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sentence. Rather J ttle 1ntellt1on 18 that he I>rogress to
the point where "he recogn1zes words at sight and reens
for meanlng at a norm3.1 rate of speed."l
There are various specific curricular items which the
show 1s designed to emphasize, such as, the left ~o right
sequence of print corresponds to the temporal sequence of
speech; that written symbols stand for speech sounds - they
"track" the stream of speech, in that a word which takes
longer to say is also a longer written word; the relation-
ship between written symbols and speech sounds is reliable
enough to produce successful decoding most of "the time; the
process of re~d1ng 1s helped by learning a set of strategies
for figuring out the sound/symbol relationships; the goal
2
of decoding is to extract meaning from the written word.
A "magazine format", which 1s made up of short, varied
segments, lots of music, animated films, comedy sketches
and electronic effects, was adopted for the program, based
on research which indicated that this was the way to
attract, hold and teach the ch1ld.) Lesser, who 1s a
professor of education and ~uman development at Harvard,
as well as char1man of the Workshop's board of advisors, says
that what the Workshop hopes to master "is how to make enter-
tainment instrumental to learn1n5 and how to frame a child's
36
learn1ng experiences so that they can contain exclteffient
1
and joy."
During the planning of the program, the producers
decided that the show should not and could not teach reading
in total. They felt that it wOl.lld be imposslble to teach
it"from the beginning, in sequence, because the audience
would not necessarily tune in on a day-to-day basis.
Therefore, each 30 minute program has a curriculum pro-
gression from very baslc to more complex reading skl11s.~
On May 5, 1971, the Children's Television Workshop
distributed a Request for Proposal to evaluate the educa-
tional irapact of The Elect!~lc Company. It was apeclfleq
that the eV81uatlon should be national in scope.)
One nationwide research study was conducted by the
Educational Testing Service. This evaluation ~as con-
eerned till th "discovering whether the first year of The
Electric Comnany achieved its main intended outcomes with
its major catagories of target aUdiences.,,4 In this study,
two experiments wer~ conducted. One, in Fresno, California
q.nd Youngs town, Ohio, deal t \~1 t11 view1ng the f)r~ogram in
school, using grades one through four. Another, conducted
lnTelevlslon in Schools ls Teaching Non-readers to
Read, But at ';Jh:::1t Pt1 1ce?" The Pimer-icr1tl School Boar~d tTOtlI'ana.l
161 (~1arch, 19'14): 28.
2Jo3n Beck, "':ceadlne; "tIlll Never 3e the S~1.me, It ?ud lovlsual
(}l11de 50 (July, 1971.): 11~.
JDa11 (Jr1d BO~::ltz, Re:ld.1n~: ',writl"} jrelevi~3i011: An Evalllrltl(1o
o f 'I'lle S 1 f: e t r~. C :~ () mp ~:t tJ.y' , 4 •
4 Ibid., p. 7.
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10 Richmond, Virginia and Washington, S.C., dealt with v1ew-
ing at home, using the same grade levels. 1
The children used j.n the study wer-e g1 yen pre and post
tests - 10J2t~8 children were pretested. in 404 classes; 8,363
were posttested in 376 classes. Parent and teacher quest1on-
aires were used, alon~ with classroom observations and
periodic checks of attendance records. Viewing records were
kept, also. 2
At the conclusion of this year long study, it was
found that as far as in school viewing was concerned, the
viewing classes had slgn1g1cantly larger adjusted gain
scores on the grand total than the non-viewing classes.
In the lower grades, the differences were larger than those
obtained in the higher grades. In the area of at hOffie
viewing, in general, the data provided "little evidence for
a beneficial effect of viewing "The Electric Comoany at home,
although· these analyses were based on viewing measu~es that
apparently contained a Gubstant1al amount of error." It
was al so fOl1nd that teachers generally favored the show.
Even those involved in the at home viewing experiments
held, in general, positive views of the show, and Qany ex-
pressed a wish to use the show as part of their in school
curriculum.)
1 Ibid., p. 171.
2 Ib1d ~( ~~., P11 • £- .) - J. •
3Ib1d ., P9. 173-181.
I.
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A nationw1de survey, headed by Liebert and Herriott,
was conducted during the 1972-73 school year and again
during that of 1973-74. The results of this study were
based largely on information provided by elementary
school princl~als and teachers. Included in the findings
was that in-school utiljzatlon of the program increased
by 53 per cent during this period. Private and parochial
schools, which had ut1lization levels lagging well behind
the public schools, began to catch up. As far as teacher
reaction was concerned, in the first season 85 per cent
reported "very favorable" opinions, whereas in the second
se~son, 87 per cent gave the same report. In 1972, 46
per cent r-eported th9.t they considered lnstructlona·l
television to be of great potential ~se for the teaching
of reading, and in 1973,58 per cent considered T.V. of
great use. The first year, 80 per cent said p~p11s were
"very interested", compared to 81 per cent the second
year. Improvement in pupil ability to decode words was
reported by 95 ·per qent the first year, and 96 per cent
the second, with 82 per ce~t reporting improvement in
spelling and 96 per cent in vocabulary the first year,
. h 1compared with 88 per cent and 93 per cent t e second.
All 1n all, both research studies found that the
daily program increased its already widespread popularity
O t d e t ~ a· n" te chpr·s In 19"'( '3. )~ ~ per cerlt of allam ng s u' n ~ Q a -. , _, J_
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the nation's elementary schools were using the program,
and The Electric Company had about 7 ml1110p viewers,
both at home and in school. 1 The program was making head-
way in getting across the reading curriculum it was
designed to teach.
Other research projects are conducted by the staff
and advisors of the show. These are aimed primarily at
discovering the show's elements that prove particularly
effective with poor readers or non-readers. 2 Overall,
the efforts of the people behind Children's Television
Workshop have been quite positive. Their research has
been self-correcting and they are constantly evaluating
and changing their s~ows. They are truly concerned about
the educational value of their shows, and for this reason,
among others, are pioneers in their field.
1Joan T. Feeley, Television and Reading in the
Seventies (Wayne, New Jersey: ERIC Document Eeproduct1on
Service, ED 089 258, 1974), p. 5.
2Joan Ganz Cooney, Children's Television ~orkshop:
Pro~ress ?eport (Washington, D.C.: ERIC Document




In pre Sesame Street days many educators questioned
the idea of nationally tel~vlsed educational programs being
capable of teaching even the most simple skills such as
reciting the alphabet. But it can be seen, from the re-
sults of testing on both Sesame Street and The Electric
Company, that in fact television is capable of doing that
and more. Many of the same educators who were once quite
critical of educational television, or at least unsure of
its value, are now showing their acceptance. This 1s
pr'Qved by the fact trlat tele~vision is now so widely used
in the classroom.
As was discussed previously, television does have its
shortcomings. The quality of much educational television
has been questioned many t.lmes. Al th01.1gh Sesanle Street and
rrhe Electric Company, which tlave shown a "l1eW d1rect1.on in
educational television, account for a large part of tele-
vlslon's use in the claa&room, they are not the only
proerams bel ng used for an edtlCa tlonal p1.lrpose.
If television has so many shortcomings, in both the
educational and commercial areas, the question that ar1ses
40
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is, ;Nh~' tlSe it for (')(~t1c9.tion? rrl'lere are a ntlnll),::r"' of
r8[~Sons. t1'lrst 3nd t·oremost 1s tt1e fact t11at T.V. 1s
appealing to young childrlen, and they all helve had prac-
tice with this medium.! As Norvell wrote in 1946, "To
increase reading skills, promote the reading habit, and
produce a generation of book lovers, there is no other
factor so important as interest. n2
T.V. 1s 8 familiar friend to some children, where3S
school may be alien territory. It can present school-like
material to the child who has not yet learned self-control
or tolerance for the school situation. Television 1s able
to reach millions of children in their homes. It 1s a
piece of equipment that 1s already there, with no additional
cost or effort on the part of th~ parent.
Many teachers have found that T.V. can offer a basis
for the cultivation of a desire to read. Researchers and
reading teachers alike are recognizing the relationships
between modes of viewing and reading. They are making use
of the children's great interest in television to teach
reading.
There have been strong indications that the most
effective uses of television have been in situations where
it has been combined carefully with other activities in
lFowles and Voyat, "Piaget Meets Big Bird: Is TV a
Passive Teacher?" p. 73.
2iVitty, "Children of the Television Era," p. 534.
J~ 2
acti vi ties, providing ttle "perl~ornlance - fe:edback" loop
of the learning act, help a great ~eal if learning is to
take place from T.V.
"The well-planned television program can motivate
students, gUide and sharpen their reading by providing
background and demonstratiou~J encourage responsibility
for independent learning, arouse curiosity, and develop
new insights and the excitement of discovery."1 It has
been suggpsted that this holds especially true for the
brightest and slowest students. The brighter students
benefit because they are able to learn fast, and T.V. can
offer them a greater number and variety of things. As
for the slower student, T.V. 1s able to concentrate ·their
attention more than a regualr classroom presentation. 2
So it can be seen, that 'television is capable of br1ng~
lng an arsenal of visual and audio-visual "tricks" to the
classroom. Television can be thought of as "an instrument
with an unique capability for providing an organized,
temporally, spatially contlnuous set of experiences. n )
But if television 1s going to reach th~ fulness of its
capabi11ties as an educational tool one must know how to
use it.
lStanford University, Educationg,1. Telev1sion: The
Next T~n Years, 5.
2 Ib1d ., p. 62.
3~fo'I'Jles 8,ncl 'VO:J~lt, ttP1o.:;et J·:t~ets :E~l,S :311"'1: Is rc'v a
F ::1 3 S 1ve Tc ,:1 CCl e I"l? n I) • 78 •
I,)
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use students' T.V. w8tc.h1ng in the classr-oorn. It can be
used to liven up lessons. The teacher c~n plan skills
activities based on subject matter in which the children
~re involved. Television can also be used in such areas
of development as listening skills, vocabulary develop-
ment and writing.
Hadd submits that teaching with the ~se of television
is a cooperative venture. It can be thought of as similar
to team teaching. The television teacher presents, ex-
plains and demonstrates the main parts of the lesson, while
the classroom teacher clears up misunderstandings, makes
ass 19nments, evaluat~s sttldents, B.nd provides for ina i vidual
activity. In other wo~ds, they support aach other's efforts.
The prf-:sentatlon on T. V. mlgh t be uRed as an j 'nto:cduc-t1on
to a lesson, or the teacher may w1~h to use it to
strengthen or emphasize what has been taught already. It
is a well-known fact that repet1 t10n is 11elpful in
learning. 1
Aside from programs that are me~nt spec1fically to
teach, the other programs that children watch, wh1ch
account for most of their viewing time, can be used as an
educational tool in the area of reading. For the younger
lEurke, ed., Instructional Television, 11-13.
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child, the teacher may wish to incorporate Borne of the
words or phrases they have heard on T. V. in beginr11ng
reading or wr1ting activities. Work sheets, which are
decorated with sketches of some favorite T.V. characters,
can add motivation. Tlle teacher can gather pictures of
some favorite T.V. characters and use these as a basis for
storytel11ng by the students, or for role playing activities.
An activity which encourages development of sequence,
memory and comprehension, and also enhances listening skills
and rhythm, is called a "story clap". The children sit in
a circle and one at a time add sentences and phrases to-
gether, retelling a story which they have seen on T.V.
Between each sentence ,. everyone does a simple rhythmic
clap.l
Many professional people firmly believe that good
media pI"esentc).tj ons, t-a.Ihen used properly, cc~n and Cio lead
children into books. Numerous chl1dren'sstorles, which
previously were available only 1n book form, are now be1cb
presented on T.V. This can be used to spark interest in
the second and third grade child to read the book. Students
might also wish to comp~re a book to its media treatment~
EncQursglng chlldren to create their o~n media preSCt1ta-
ttons based on favorite stories, 1s another good motivator
of rending. 2
1 r· t ~ S t 1.\ .- ..:2 .,. l""'! 1e ,.., 0 \'1 :'"'I n " '. J i t I...... '1" f. ·
! \ '.::1 ~ n Y k . e y't .1, n ~-; ~:-in u. d cl. r -' \.. . t E ,iV 1 ~.. V •
t 0 .,-..", ~":. f· ~ I I ( ) '""'I m Sf r- '.J !.-", ~'l •.:." r< -:·1 I··t.... t~ ~ C,.t,....,( _c:, r"j • ~ 2 ••-".J.. ... "~'..:::... \.~\ ... , _~_'_\._'_4., .. ~ ;t_, -. ::'_
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Sumr:lary and outlining skills can be taught at this
level through the use of television. A favorite T.V. pro-
gram can be used to illustrate them. Television can also
be utilized for teaching dictionary skills, by us1ng word
lists of words from familiar shows. The possibilities are
unl~mlterl if a 1-lttle creativity 1s put to 1J.se.
Charren J Action for Children's Television president,
says, "Any teacher who does not watch T.V. is not doing her
job today. Children watch a lot of television and for the
most part teachers don't - especially children's T.V." She
goes on to say that, "It's important to pay attention to
something that may be countermanding everything you say all
day_«l The m91n point to be made 1s that teachers must be
aware of what their students like and watch if these things
are to ~e successful.
But the task does not end here. As Mills, executive
director of Prime Time T.V., (a nonprofit organization that
each month prov1des teacher~s VJith information on evening
special TV programs and how to use them in the classroom)
says, n A child must be gl yen the same tools wi th T~111ch to
relate to television as he or she is given to relate to
print media, literature, music and art. We must develop
critical vlel-'J1ng skills, or 'televisiorl taste t • n2
2Lv~'n I/7 T\-"· ...1·1r:... U:-,:,\, .. tt Ir:I,,:~,h ':,::It t'he~' Ja···c'-Iyo,_rrhr._~()x·,"" t... ~ • . I .I.-\.. /..' , ;...) v t ~. ~ _. ~\ _ • ;. :.~~ .... ~.. \.' 1.•• i 1 •. • .. -- • -'... ...
T~~f"""h w~ trl "11 " It ·T~:1('.hpr vT(\n1~/·jr"y l C 75 o. :230..... ., \ .., .. .... -'. . , . ..... '.' ~ '~', _.... .... ,../ , - , ...
The teacher must encourage students to watch good
television prosrams. Just as a child 1s first taught how
to read, and then to read wisely, dlscrlmlnately, and
thoughtfully, the same holds true for television. The
educator must be aware of the impact of all television,
not only the olassroom variety, on the lives of children.
All television 1s educational television, but as
forrrer FCC Commissioner Johnson once observed, "The only
question is what 1s it teaching us?"1 Television 1s the
most powerful communlcationsforce ever created by man.
"Whether that force 1s positive, negative, or· neutral
depends on what you do with it."2
Iphtlip G. Jones, nThe Educational TV in You'r Schools
M::1Y Be .4.nything But Educational, It 1'he Araerican School
B08I l Q JOL~rnAl 161 (I"lfirch, 1974): 28.
2MorriS, Television's Child, 3.
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